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INTRODUCTION 

 Michael Jordan sexually abused his stepsons  for more 

than five years.  He also showed them pornography and took pictures of them 

naked, adding the photos of  to the collection of child pornography and 

sexually suggestive pictures of children found on his laptop.  When  

announced he was moving out on his 18th birthday, the abuse came to light, 

and Jordan began getting rid of incriminating evidence.   

 Defense counsel made a careful record as the case proceeded, 

documenting her unsuccessful efforts to establish that  

  The lack of evidence 

blocked her pursuit of a fabrication defense. Although  

 

 he identified no 
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evidence that would have proved the   Instead, 

he confirmed   

Thus, he cannot show that counsel was ineffective. 

 In closing, the prosecutor argued that the jury could use “all of the 

evidence” before it to decide if Jordan took pictures of his naked and 

partially-nude toddler to sexually arouse himself.  That included evidence of 

Jordan’s sexual attraction to young nude boys. The argument did not misstate 

the law, the jury was accurately instructed on the issue, and defense counsel 

was not required to object.  Moreover, counsel could conceivably have 

remained silent to prevent anticipated harm from providing the prosecutor a 

reason to address the matter in rebuttal and to re-emphasize her argument. 

Thus, Jordan cannot show that counsel was ineffective. 

 Jordan never claimed that anyone else had access to his laptop, and the 

record contains no evidence of its shared possession.  Jordan cannot show 

either the fact or the scope of his counsel’s investigation into the issue and 

identifies no evidence that counsel might have found with further 

investigation.  Thus, he cannot show that counsel was ineffective. 

 Four of the salacious images showed unknown nude males, and the 

jurors were instructed that they could use their own life experience and 

common knowledge, together with the outward physical appearance of the 
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males and “all other evidence” before them, to decide whether the subjects in 

the images were under eighteen. That evidence did not include expert 

testimony, nor was such evidence required.  There were, however, multiple 

photos of one of the minor victims in this case whose minor ages were 

established for each of the photos.  There was sufficient evidence for the jury 

to find that the State had established beyond a reasonable doubt that all of 

the images depicted males under the age of eighteen.  Further, the record does 

not reveal the existence or scope of defense counsel’s investigation into an 

age expert; in any event, none was required because she did not have to prove 

that the images depicted males 18 or older.  And Jordan cannot prove that all 

objectively reasonable counsel would have asked for an affirmative defense 

instruction.  That instruction would have required the State to disprove that 

the boys were 18 or over.  But the State already bore that burden because it 

had to prove that they were under 18.  Objectively reasonable counsel could 

have chosen—as counsel did here—to argue to the jury that the State had not 

met that burden. 

STATEMENT OF THE ISSUES 

 Issue 1.  Has Jordan shown that his counsel was ineffective: 

a.  in her investigation into whether  
 and in her 
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decision not to file a rule 412 motion based on the investigation’s 
result? 
 

b. because she did not object to the prosecutor’s argument that the 
State had proven exploitation because Jordan took two photos of a 
nude and partially nude young boy for the purpose of sexually 
arousing himself? 

 
c. in her investigation into whether  had access to and used 

Jordan’s laptop, and because she did not move for an order to 
require the State to show constructive possession of the images on 
the laptop? 

 
 Standard of Review.  Ineffective-assistance-of-counsel claims raised for 

the first time on appeal are reviewed for correctness.  State v. Isom, 2015 UT 

App 160, ¶34, 354 P.3d 791, cert. denied 364 P.3d 48. 

 Issue 2A.  Did the State present sufficient evidence to permit the jury 

to assess the age of the unknown boys depicted in exhibits supporting four 

of the exploitation counts? 

 Standard of Review.  When assessing the sufficiency of the evidence to 

sustain a jury verdict, this Court must “review the evidence and all inferences 

which may reasonably be drawn from it in the light most favorable to the 

verdict of the jury.”  State v. Brown, 948 P.2d 337, 343 (Utah 1997) (quotation 

marks and citation omitted).  So reviewed, evidence will not support a jury 

verdict only if it “is sufficiently inconclusive or inherently improbable that 

reasonable minds must have entertained a reasonable doubt that the 

defendant committed the crime.” Id. (quotation marks and citation omitted). 
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 Issue 2B.  Has Jordan shown that his counsel was ineffective because 

she did not: 

a. use an expert to establish that the unknown boys depicted in four 
exhibits were not minors? 
 

b. use the statutory affirmative defense that the boys were 18 or older 
so that the State would have to disprove that fact rather than rely 
on an argument that the State had not met its burden to prove that 
they were under 18? 

 
 Standard of Review.  See Issue 1, supra. 
 
 Issue 3.  Does the doctrine of cumulative error provide a basis for 

relief? 

 Standard of Review.  None applies. 

STATEMENT OF THE CASE 

A. Summary of facts. 

 abuse 

 In 2008, , a single mother of three, moved her family to 

Windsor Mobile Estates, a trailer park in West Valley City. R1323-24, 1396.   

Her oldest son was 12; her youngest son, , was six.  R1396-97.   

 Defendant Michael Jordan worked at his brother’s appliance repair 

company and lived in the same trailer park. R1324, 1337, 1430-34. He met  

first and started spending a lot of time driving him around in his truck, 

buying him expensive gifts, teaching him how to drive, and letting him sleep 
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over. R1324-27. He also taught him about sexual abuse and pornography.  It 

began in Jordan’s truck. R1327. The two were talking about penises, Jordan 

told  to pull down his pants, Jordan put his hand on  penis, then he 

pulled over and masturbated   Id.  From there, the abuse grew to include 

mutual masturbation, oral sodomy, and anal sodomy. R1327-31, 1378-80.    

  introduced his mother to Jordan when they were at church in 2009. 

R1395, 1397. The two wed in mid-2010 and had two sons.  R1322-23, 1325, 

1329, 1394-95, 1397. Jordan moved into Stacy’s trailer and became a stepfather 

to her children. R1269-70.  He also continued to abuse   In addition to the 

sexual abuse, Jordan showed  pornography on Jordan’s laptop, showed 

him pictures of other naked boys and of Jordan’s own genitals, took pictures 

of  when he was nude and partially nude, and had  send him pictures 

of himself with his genitals exposed.  R1327-50.  Some of the pictures included 

Jordan’s hand wearing his wedding band.  R1348-50, 1356-57, 1408-09.  He 

also began to make  earn “gifts” with sexual activities.  R1333, 1337. 

 Abuse 

  first saw Jordan masturbating when they lived at Windsor Mobile 

Estates.1  R1271-72.  He later caught Jordan doing it again after the family 

                                              
1  is often referred to as  throughout the record.  Both references 

are to the same youth. 
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moved to a house on Burningham Drive when he was almost eight.  R1396-

97, 1272.  This time, Jordan had  masturbate both himself and Jordan.  

R1272-73, 1286. From there, it seemed to  that some form of abuse 

happened “[e]very other day” in the basement media room,  room, or 

his mother’s bedroom.  R1273-75, 1277-78, 1290, 1294. The abuse included 

mutual oral sodomy, mutual masturbation, and mutual anal sodomy with 

Jordan using his fingers, his penis, or a dildo. R1274-76,1280-81, 1299-1301.  

Sometimes during the abuse, Jordan would show  pornography on 

Jordan’s laptop or offer him money.  R1278-80, 1285, 1299-1300. 

 Jordan abused  for over five years.  R1281, 1396-97.   did not 

tell anyone about the abuse because Jordan took him to the locked office in 

the basement, pulled a gun from a safe, and threatened to shoot  and his 

family if he told.  R1283-84. 

The unraveling 

  endured the abuse until he was almost 18 years old.  R1333, 1335, 

1379, 1385.  Before  18th birthday, Jordan showed  pictures he had 

taken of himself as he sodomized  R1341-42, 1383-84, 1391. This act 

heralded the beginning of the end for Jordan.   was “devastated,” and he 

had finally “had enough.” R1342-43, 1391-92.  In September 2014,  told 
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Jordan that he would be moving out on September 23, his 18th birthday.  

R1354-55.   

 Days later, on Sunday, September 21, Jordan was alone at the appliance 

repair company late at night and called police to report that his car had just 

been broken into in the parking lot, and his laptop had been stolen.  R1424-

26, 1434.  The responding officer found the report and the circumstances 

“kind of odd,” and police later called Jordan’s brother Leonard and asked 

him to keep an eye out for Jordan’s missing computer. R1427, 1434-38, 1441. 

 The next day—one day before  turned 18—West Valley Police 

received an anonymous call about a ten-year-old and his stepfather, 

prompting a welfare check at the Jordan house to check on  R1283, 1399-

1401, 1417-19, 1448-49.  Jordan told them  was fine, the police left, then 

Jordan left.  R1282-84.  used the opportunity to tell his mom that Jordan 

had been abusing him for five years Id. Stacy called police and arranged to 

meet them away from the house. R1400-01, 1417-19. The police arranged for 

Stacy and the children stay somewhere else for the night. R1419-20.  

 Stacy took both boys for police interviews the next day and for medical 

exams within days thereafter.  R1355-56, 1381, 1383, 1400-01, 1449.   told 

Detective Jaron Averett that a significant amount of abuse occurred in the 

media room of their current home and that the abuse included the use of 
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lubrication for anal penetration with a dildo while Jordan sat in a particular 

spot in that room.  R1280-81. 

 Police also interviewed Jordan the same day. R266.  He denied ever 

abusing the boys, showing the boys pornography, or taking naked pictures 

of them.  R266-350, 1452, 1480-81.  He claimed he was the “white knight” who 

married Stacy to  

, but that the marriage devolved into 

constant fighting. R266-350. He claimed that  

 

 

 R266-350, 

1894.  Jordan was arrested when the interview ended.  R1454.  

 That same day, Detective Averett returned to the Jordan home to take 

pictures.  R1454-55.  Once inside, he noted that despite the unusually warm 

day, someone had lit a fire in the fireplace and attempted to burn packages 

of condoms, K-Y Jelly, and mail.  R1454-57.  Stacy told officers that the couple 

had not used condoms since 2010.  R1403-04.  Det. Averett also found that a 

computer that had been in the house the day before was missing.  R1403, 

1465-66.  It was later recovered at the house of Jordan’s friends.  R1277, 1279, 

1295, 1305, 1466.  The detective located two laptops in the Jordan house—one 
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of which was in Jordan’s locked office and both of which were missing their 

hard drives—a computer tower, a gun in a locked safe in Jordan’s locked 

office next to the media room, and a bottle of lubricant on the floor next to the 

spot  had described in the media room.  R1458-64, 1546-47.   

 Around October 7, Jordan’s sister-in-law located the allegedly stolen 

laptop above a ceiling tile in the break room at the appliance repair company.  

R1434-38, 1441.  The case included Jordan’s personal computer, his picture 

nametag for the repair shop, mail reflecting his home address, and a 

“hotspot” device which allowed wifi access without an internet connection. 

R1436-38, 1470-73. But like Jordan’s other laptops, it was missing the hard 

drive.  R1545-46.  

 Leonard turned the computer over to the police, and a forensic search 

of the computer revealed a single registered and password-protected user 

account named “Michael.” R1599-1601.  It also revealed a large collection of 

child pornography and salacious images of minors with metadata dates 

between September 2013 and September 2014.2 R1428-29, 1440-41, 1598-1635, 

1658-76.  The vast majority of the images had file paths related to “users, 

Michael” and included dates. R1598-1635, 1658-76. The only ones that did not 

                                              
2 The State uses the term “salacious images” for what the prosecutor 

termed “erotica” – “images of young, scantily clad males[.]” R122. 
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were images that had been deleted before being recovered during the 

search—their file paths could not be determined.  Id. The search also revealed 

search terms that led to some of the salacious images found on the computer, 

such as “young boys, true model, true boy models, fun with boys[.]” R932. 

Finally, the search revealed that the computer had been synced with Jordan’s 

iPhone. R1598-1635, 1658-76. The result was a file on the computer containing 

everything that had been on the iPhone, including voicemails to Jordan, 

pictures of Jordan and his children, and dozens of salacious images of minors 

and child pornography, much of it involving   Id.  Police found nothing 

on the phone itself.  R1478. 

B.  Summary of Proceedings. 

 The State charged Jordan with a total of 33 criminal counts:  four counts 

of aggravated sexual abuse of a child, four counts of sodomy on a child, and 

four counts of forcible sodomy of a child, all first-degree felonies; 16 counts 

of sexual exploitation of a minor, all second-degree felonies; one count of 

tampering with a witness, and four counts of dealing in materials harmful to 

minors, all third-degree felonies.  R234-45. 

 The court granted the State’s in limine motion to admit under rule 

404(b), Utah Rules of Evidence, 43 salacious images of minors and dozens of 

images of child pornography found on Jordan’s laptop. R120-33, 501-02, 927-
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28, 2771-72, 2778-79. The court also granted the State’s motion to admit 

various search queries found on the computer that related to internet child 

sex sites. R120-33, 233.  Finally, the court denied Jordan’s motion to suppress 

statements he made during the last half of his police interview.  R260-64, 472-

74, 1035.   

 For 1.5 years, Jordan repeatedly rejected the State’s plea offer.  R1361-

77. When he finally sought to accept it on the second day of testimony, the 

victims’ family refused to agree.  R1361-77, 1525-28, 1537, 1539-42.   

 Jordan did not testify and rested without calling any witnesses.  The 

defense focused on the victims’ credibility and the purported lack of 

corroborative evidence. R1795-1802.  After deliberating less than 2 hours, the 

jury convicted him of all 33 counts as charged.  R496, 1821-23. 

 At sentencing, Jordan claimed that the witnesses lied about “a lot of 

things,” that Stacy “has a history of doing this,” and that they had “a marriage 

made in hell.”  R1895-96.  He insisted that “there was a lot of sexual 

perversion in that house,” that he “was never home,” and that he was never 

able to tell his side of the story.  R1896-99.   

 The judge recognized that “this case is replete with aggravating 

circumstances” but that, despite “searching” the information before him, he 

had only two mitigating circumstances to consider, as well as the fact that 
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Jordan had not shown that he was “amenable to rehabilitation.”  R1901-03.  

He then sentenced Jordan to the statutory sentences for each of the 33 counts 

and made the following concurrent/consecutive determinations:  counts 1-4 

consecutive to each other; counts 5-6 consecutive to counts 7-8 and all four 

consecutive to counts 1-4; counts 9-12 concurrent to each other and 

consecutive to the prior counts; counts 13-27 concurrent to each other and 

consecutive to the prior counts; count 28 consecutive to all prior counts; and 

counts 29-32 concurrent to each other and to everything else.  R1903-07.   

 Jordan timely appealed.  R665-74.    

SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT 

 POINT I.  Jordan claims his counsel did not investigate whether  

 

 The record is clear that counsel investigated and reviewed the 

matter numerous times and attempted to obtain supporting evidence, but 

was unable to do so.  The record does not establish that evidence favorable to 

the defense exists, and Jordan’s own interview statements admit that  

  Thus, he cannot 

establish that his counsel was ineffective. 

 Neither can he establish that his counsel was ineffective for not 

objecting to the prosecutor’s closing argument and not seeking a different 
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jury instruction concerning sexually exploitive material. Jordan 

mischaracterizes the closing remarks, which accurately argue that Jordan 

took two photos of his naked toddler showing the boy’s genitals for the 

purpose of causing his own sexual arousal.  The challenged jury instruction 

accurately supported the argument, requiring no correction by counsel.   

 Jordan also cannot show that his counsel was ineffective in her 

investigation into whether  had access to Jordan’s laptop to prove 

nonexclusive possession and for not moving for an order requiring the State 

to show constructive possession of the images on the laptop. His interview 

statements do not suggest that  had access to the laptop, as Jordan claims, 

and the trial evidence showed that the laptop had a single registered user—

“Michael”—with password-protected access and that only Jordan had the 

password. Further, without evidence of his shared possession of the 

computer, no order requiring proof of constructive possession was required. 

 POINT II.  Jordan argues that because the State did not call an age 

expert witness at trial, there was insufficient evidence to establish that the 

unknown males depicted in four images were under the age of 18, as is 

required to establish sexual exploitation of a minor.  The issue presents a 

question of fact for the jury, no expert is required, and the jury had not only 

its experience and common knowledge, but sufficient evidence with which 
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to make the determination.  That evidence included multiple images of one 

of the two known minor victims at various identified ages during the time of 

the abuse.   

 Alternatively, Jordan argues that his counsel was ineffective in her 

investigation into an age expert and for not using one to establish that the 

unknown males were 18 or older.  The record shows that counsel knew of 

such experts, but the record is insufficient to establish either the scope of her 

investigation or her reasons for not using an expert. There is no evidence in 

the record to show what such an expert would have testified to. There is 

likewise no basis in the record to show that the unidentified testimony would 

have so changed the evidentiary picture that its absence undermines 

confidence in the four exploitation convictions at issue. 

 Jordan alternatively argues that his counsel should have raised the 

statutory affirmative defense that the boys were 18 or older so as to force the 

State to prove that they were not.  But the State already had to prove that they 

were not because it had to prove that they were under 18. Counsel 

legitimately chose to argue that the State had not met that burden.  In any 

event, Jordan cannot establish prejudice.  When the jury convicted Jordan, it 

necessarily found that the State had proved that the boys were under 18.  The 
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jury therefore would have found that the State had proven that they were not 

18 or older. 

 POINT III.  Jordan also argues cumulative error. Because he has 

shown no error, the doctrine does not apply.  

ARGUMENT 

I. 

ON THIS RECORD, JORDAN HAS NOT OVERCOME THE 
STRONG PRESUMPTION THAT HIS COUNSEL (1) MET 
HER OBLIGATIONS WITH RESPECT TO INVESTIGATING 
AND PURSUING THE POSSIBILITY OF EVIDENCE OF A 

, (2) PROPERLY CHOSE NOT 
TO OBJECT TO THE PROSECUTOR’S CLOSING 
ARGUMENT, AND (3) PROPERLY CHOSE NOT TO RAISE 
AN ISSUE ABOUT ACCESS TO THE PASSWORD-
ENCRYPTED LAPTOP.  ALSO ON THIS RECORD, HE HAS 
NOT SHOWN THAT ANY OVERSIGHT UNDERMINES 
CONFIDENCE IN ANY OF THE VERDICTS.  

 Jordan argues that his counsel was ineffective because, he says, (1) she 

did not adequately investigate or attempt to establish that  

; (2) she should have but did 

not object when the prosecutor argued that the evidence that Jordan took two 

pictures of his nude and partially nude toddler to sexually arouse himself 

established the exploitation element for those pictures; and (3) she did not 

investigate and prove that he did not have sole access to the password-

encrypted laptop or ask the trial court to order the State to establish 
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constructive possession of the pornographic and sexually suggestive images 

on it.  Aplt.Br. 15-28.   

 Jordan has not shown that his counsel was ineffective in any respect.3 

A. To prove ineffective assistance, Jordan must affirmatively 
demonstrate both deficient performance and prejudice.  

 To prove ineffective assistance, Jordan “has the difficult burden” of 

proving both that trial counsel performed deficiently and that he was 

prejudiced by the deficient performance.  State v. Tyler, 850 P.2d 1250, 1259 

(Utah 1993); see also Strickland v. Washington, 466 U.S. 668, 687, 690, 694 (1984).  

“Surmounting Strickland’s high bar is never an easy task.”  Padilla v. Kentucky, 

559 U.S. 356, 371, 130 S. Ct. 1473 (2010).   

 Review of counsel’s performance begins with “a strong presumption 

that counsel’s conduct falls within the wide range of reasonable professional 

assistance.”  Strickland, 466 U.S. at 687-89.  Defendant may rebut this strong 

presumption only “by persuading the court that there was no conceivable 

tactical basis for counsel’s actions.”  State v. Clark, 2004 UT 25, ¶6, 89 P.3d 162 

(emphasis in original) (quotations and citation omitted). Defendant cannot 

                                              
3 Jordan claims that his ineffective assistance arguments can be 

decided, and the case reversed and remanded, in part, based on the appellate 
record.  Aplt.Br. 15, n2.  In the alternative, he has filed a motion for a rule 23B 
remand to enable him to complete the record with evidence he asserts is 
necessary to establish his claims.  Id.  
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overcome the presumption through the “absence of evidence[.]’” Burt v. 

Titlow, 134 S. Ct. 10, 17 (2013) (quoting Strickland, 466 U.S. at 689). 

    Because Strickland is grounded in reasonableness, it asks only “whether 

an attorney’s representation amounted to incompetence under ‘prevailing 

professional norms,’ not whether it deviated from best practices or most 

common custom.”  Harrington v. Richter, 131 S. Ct. 770, 788 (2011) (quoting 

Strickland, 466 U.S. at 690).  Thus, counsel cannot be deficient merely because 

she did not consider and reject an objection or argument for strategic reasons.  

See Bullock v. Carver, 297 F.3d 1036, 1048 (10th Cir. 2002) (recognizing that 

attorney’s ignorance of a claim or lack of strategic choice will not, by itself, 

demonstrate objectively unreasonable representation). Rather, to prove 

objectively unreasonable representation, a defendant must show that no 

reasonable counsel would have overlooked the objection or argument.  See 

Strickland, 466 U.S. at 688. 

 Investigatory omissions do not necessarily constitute deficient 

performance.  See State v. Griffin, 2015 UT 18, ¶33 (defense counsel “is not 

obligated to investigate every possible lead or present every theory of 

defense”); Burke v. State, 2015 UT App 1, ¶20, 342 P.3d 299, cert. denied 352 

P.3d 106 (Utah).  Counsel’s duty is “to make reasonable investigations or to 

make a reasonable decision that makes particular investigations 
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unnecessary.”  Strickland, 466 U.S. at 691; State v. Montoya, 2004 UT 5, ¶24, 84 

P.3d 1183 (“it is within counsel’s discretion to make reasonable decisions 

regarding the extent to which particular investigations are necessary”).  A 

decision not to investigate is reviewed “for reasonableness in all the 

circumstances, applying a heavy measure of deference to counsel's 

judgments.” Menzies v. State, 2014 UT 40, ¶183, 344 P.3d 581 (quotation 

omitted).  

 Assessing the reasonableness of an investigation requires a review of 

the information available to counsel at the time of the challenged conduct.  

State v. Rasabout, 2013 UT App 71, ¶38, 299 P.3d 625 (citing Taylor v. State, 2007 

UT 12, ¶¶48-49, 156 P.3d 739), aff’d 356 P.3d 1258 (Utah 2015).  And counsel’s 

decisions on what to investigate depend “critically” on the “information 

supplied by” his client.  Strickland, 466 U.S. at 691.   

 A defendant cannot prove Strickland prejudice merely by identifying 

unexplored avenues of investigation.  Rather, he “must show not only that 

counsel failed to seek mitigating evidence, but also that some actually existed 

to be found.”  State v. Taylor, 947 P.2d 681, 687 (Utah 1997) (citation omitted).  

See also State v. Gerber, 2015 UT App 76, ¶14, 347 P.3d 852.  He must further 

show that the omitted evidence undermines confidence in the outcome.  See 
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State v. Ott, 2010 UT 1, ¶47, 247 P.3d 344; State v. Price, 909 P.2d 256, 265 (Utah 

1995). 

B.  Jordan has not overcome the strong presumption that his 
counsel adequately investigated evidence that  

 or proven that 
there is any overlooked evidence so compelling that its 
absence undermines confidence in the outcome. 

 Jordan first argues that his trial counsel was ineffective because she 

allegedly failed to adequately investigate and seek to admit evidence 

establishing that  

.4  Aplt.Br. 17-

21. Claiming that his counsel knew of his fabrication claim and conceding 

that she conducted some investigation, Jordan claims that the effort was 

inadequate to justify a strategic decision not to pursue it further. Id. Jordan 

argues that his counsel would have discovered reports from the police or the 

                                              
4 In his fact statement, Jordan claims that “the record suggests that  

”  Aplt.Br. 
6 (citing R278).  The cited passage is in Jordan’s police interview and reads, 

 
 R279.  In contrast, 

Jordan’s appellate argument does not mention  
  He argues only that 

 
”  Aplt.Br. 21.  Hence, his argument, and the 

State’s response, deal solely with   In any 
event, Jordan’s unsworn police interview demonstrates neither deficient 
performance nor prejudice regarding  
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Department of Child and Family Services [DCFS] which would have 

  Id. That evidence 

would have been admissible under rule 412, Utah Rules of Evidence, he 

argues, and would have allowed him to pursue his “primary defense”: a 

claim that his ex-wife fabricated the charges to gain an unspecified advantage 

in their impending divorce.  Id. at 16-17, 21-28.  

 Jordan’s argument lacks record support; in fact, the record contradicts 

it. The record shows that counsel knew of Jordan’s allegations and 

 revisited the matter several 

times prior to trial, and, based on her investigation and expertise, reasonably 

decided that she did not have the evidence to support the theory.  And the 

record does not show that there is any evidence of  

compelling that its absence undermines confidence in the outcome. 

Accordingly, Jordan has not met his burden to show either deficient 

performance or prejudice.   

1.  The record shows adequate investigation into evidence that 
and 

reasonable trial strategy in not pursuing it further. 

 Jordan admits that his counsel conducted some investigation but 

argues that the investigation was inadequate because, although counsel knew 

of his fabrication defense and of the alleged existence  
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, she did not produce either police or DCFS 

reports on those allegations.  Aplt.Br. 15-21.  

 The record shows that Jordan’s counsel knew about and investigated 

his claim that  did 

not pursue the matter further.  Defense counsel was attentive to establishing 

a complete record of her efforts, however, and that record shows both an 

adequate investigation and a reasonable trial strategy, defeating Jordan’s 

ineffectiveness claim. 

 Before the preliminary hearing, defense counsel was aware of Jordan’s 

police interview, in which he claimed that Stacy fabricated the charges 

against him and coerced her children into helping her. R266-350, 1036, 1066.  

Counsel also knew of a “   R771.  

At the preliminary hearing, counsel explored the issue by  

”  R763.  

The question drew an objection, and the judge prohibited further questioning 

on the matter.  R763-64.   

 Counsel thereafter continued to investigate, as shown by her 

comments at a pre-trial hearing six months later. Counsel indicated that she 

might request a hearing on the issue of  

, but explained that “It’s not likely to happen because I have witnesses 
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who are not cooperating.” R904. After she noted that she would file the 

motion if she could “round up the witnesses[,]” the prosecutor reminded 

counsel that the deadline for filing the motion was that very day.  R904-05.  

Defense counsel then stated, “what I’ll do is I will file it, and I may withdraw” 

it.  R905.  She filed a written motion under rule 412, Utah Rules of Evidence, 

that same day to preserve her ability to pursue it should she succeed in her 

on-going efforts to get the necessary evidence.  R1923.  The motion specified 

that  

  Id. It also indicated that the “allegations were the 

subject of a DCFS investigation and a potential juvenile court case” but did 

not otherwise elaborate on either possible information source.  Id.  Clearly, 

counsel was aware not only of potential witnesses, but of potential official 

avenues of investigation. One week later, defense counsel withdrew the 

motion, explaining that  

” R2767. Thus, counsel continued to 

investigate after filing the motion but saw no beneficial results. 

 Four months later, defense counsel filed a motion seeking to suppress 

statements Jordan made during the last half of his police interview, arguing 

that they were obtained in violation of Jordan’s mid-interview attempt to 

invoke his right to counsel. R260-353. The judge denied the motion at a 
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hearing held the Friday before trial.  R1035.  The discussion then turned again 

to rule 412 evidence, with the prosecutor voicing concern about the admission 

of the evidence at trial given its pervasive presence in Jordan’s interview.  

R1036, 1066.  Defense counsel stated that she was “not sure” if Jordan would 

be testifying at trial because she hadn’t yet talked to him about it, but that if 

he did not testify, the 412 “issue would be moot[.]” R1037. She went on to 

explain: “I will speak with him further if he is going to testify.  I’ve done a 

million 412 hearings.  And so, if I don’t bring up a 412 hearing, it’s because I 

think that we wouldn’t be able to prevail on a 412 hearing. And that would 

be the only reason. And so I will look at that, and if I believe that we will 

prevail, I will talk to my client about that and discuss our options with 

regards to that.”  R1037-38.  The judge voiced her willingness to consider an 

untimely rule 412 motion, to which defense counsel stated, “I don’t anticipate 

trying to have this introduced.  I’m very familiar with 412, and all the case 

law.  If I look at it one more time and something stands out at me, I think I have 

an obligation to file something.  I do not anticipate that…” R1038-39 

(emphasis added).  After the judge urged both counsel to revisit matters with 

their clients and witnesses, defense counsel once again assured the judge, “I 

will look at it one more time this weekend.  If I feel like I’m going to do it, I will 
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let [the prosecutor] … know, but—but again, I don’t anticipate that.”  R1039-

41 (emphasis added).   

 This exchange demonstrates two things.  First, it shows that defense 

counsel was fully aware of the potential to use  

 and the need to develop evidence to support it.  

 Second, it reveals that counsel had already investigated and had 

unearthed no support for the theory independent of what Jordan reported 

and presumably would have testified to, inasmuch as the issue would be 

moot if he did not testify. R1037. However, defense counsel had grave 

concerns about using Jordan’s testimony and voiced those concerns in an in-

chambers discussion just before the suppression hearing.  R1052-55, 1066-68. 

They were again discussed the first day of trial in conjunction with rule 3.3, 

Utah Rules of Professional Conduct, and the professional obligation not to 

knowingly elicit false testimony. R1052-53.  Defense counsel then clarified 

that she had decided to advise Jordan not to testify, but that if he took the 

stand against her advice, she would not elicit anything she believed to be 

“perjured testimony.” R1054-56.  She also recognized that despite her efforts, 

they may “have to deal with this again.”  R1055-57.   

 When the discussion turned to the prosecutor’s continuing concern 

about rule 412 testimony, defense counsel further clarified that much of what 
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Jordan wanted her to prove was “not admissible.”  R1058-59.  Among the 

examples she gave were the prior allegations of sexual abuse, which she 

explained would not be admissible because: 

 
 
 

  And I was, you know, pretty much 
shut down.” 

 THE COURT: And just for the record, is that the  
? 

 [DEFENSE COUNSEL]: Yeah, that’s the …The 
   I definitely 

would’ve had a 412 hearing, but because  
, then it’s not admissible.   

R1058-59 (emphasis added).  Counsel went on to stress that she had engaged 

in multiple conversations with her client that dealt with the inadmissible 

evidence, that she had “advised him many, many times” about what was not 

coming in, that she would again review with him “what he can and he can’t 

say” should he insist on testifying, and that, should he decide to testify, 

counsel would let the prosecutor “know immediately so we can do some 

research on how we would proceed.”   R1060-63.   

 Finally, defense counsel reiterated for the court that she “looked at all 

of the evidence in the case,” checked the case law, and, in her “professional 
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opinion,” chose not to pursue the sexual abuse allegations because the 

evidence would be inadmissible.  R1065-66. 

 This evidence makes clear that counsel knew of and investigated 

Jordan’s fabrication claims before deciding not to pursue them at trial.   

 Jordan ignores much of this record evidence and argues that the 

inadequacy of counsel’s investigation is shown, in part, by: (1) her attempt to 

suppress his police interview instead of recognizing its  

 (2) the prosecutor’s purported concession that  

; and (3) the fact that counsel filed no rule 412 motion 

although the trial court “directed her” to do so.  Aplt.Br. 19-25.  None of these 

arguments accurately represents the record. 

 First, Jordan misstates the scope of the motion to suppress. Defense 

counsel sought only to suppress “certain statements” from Jordan’s police 

interview: those occurring after he “requested an attorney.” R261, 353. 

Counsel argued that Jordan requested counsel at page 45 of the 85-page 

transcript.  R261. Jordan cites to nothing after page 45 of the interview as 

support for the fabrication defense. See Aplt.Br. 15-28. He therefore has not 

proven that counsel mistakenly attempted to exclude anything that would 

have supported a defense. 
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 Second, the prosecutor neither “acknowledged” nor “concede[d]” the 

  Aplt.Br. 6, 18, 22.  Jordan points 

to a sidebar at the preliminary hearing when the prosecutor, speaking of 

, said, “Well, I think  

” R763.   

 

   

 Third, at no time did the trial court “direct” defense counsel to file a 

412 motion. Aplt.Br. 18,21. The record citations from Jordan reflect (1) the 

court’s belief that the subject matter was more appropriate for a motion  than 

a preliminary hearing, although rule 412 may not be the appropriate basis; 

and (2) the judge’s comments that she would consider such a motion, even if 

untimely, if it were filed, and that both counsel needed to talk with their 

respective clients and witnesses to ensure that they “are proceeding 

according to the rules of law and to the specific … rulings I’ve made in this 

case,” not just on this matter. R1039-41. Thus, there is no evidence that 

defense counsel ignored a direction by the trial court or disagreed with the 

trial court on whether the evidence would have supported a rule 412 motion.   

 Finally, as shown in subsection B(2), infra, Jordan’s own interview 

statements admit the truth of  and 
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demonstrate no reasonable likelihood that further investigation would 

uncover written documentation   Thus, 

counsel could reasonably have decided that further investigation into  

 would be fruitless or possibly harmful.   

 In sum, the record evidence leading up to trial amply demonstrates 

that defense counsel knew of and adequately investigated potential evidence 

to support a fabrication defense  

  Over the course of several months, counsel 

located potential witnesses and possible sources of official records, and tried 

repeatedly to obtain evidence to support the theory, but without success. Left 

only with the possibility of Jordan’s testimony, she strategically chose not to 

use it. R1054. Not only did her investigation provide no useful evidence, but 

it supported a strategic decision not to pursue further investigation.  See 

Burke, 2015 UT App 1, ¶¶21-23.  Jordan’s claim fails for this reason alone.  See 

Strickland, 466 U.S. at 697 (court need not address both deficient performance 

and prejudice if defendant makes an insufficient showing on one). 

2.  Jordan has failed to prove prejudice. 

 To prove Strickland prejudice, Jordan “’must demonstrate a reasonable 

probability that further investigation would have yielded sufficient 

information to alter the outcome of his [trial].’”  State v. Price, 909 P.2d 256, 
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265 (Utah 1995) (quoting Parsons v. Barnes, 871 P.2d 516, 523-24 (Utah 1994)) 

(alteration in Price). In other words, he must show that favorable evidence 

“actually existed” and that it would undermine confidence in the outcome.  

See Taylor, 947 P.2d at 687; see also Ott, 2010 UT 1, ¶47; Gerber, 2015 UT App 

76, ¶14.  Because Jordan does no more than speculate as to the existence and 

relevant content of reports and documentation, he cannot establish the 

requisite prejudice for his ineffective assistance claim, and the claim fails.  See 

Price, 909 P.2d at 265 (presentation of defendant’s own self-serving statement, 

without more, does not establish that additional investigation would have 

revealed information which is reasonably likely to have altered the outcome 

of his trial, defeating his ineffectiveness claim).   

 Jordan’s insistence that further investigation would have adduced 

favorable evidence is entirely speculative and largely contrary to the record 

evidence.  He has not attempted to refute defense counsel’s representation 

that she had no testimony from witnesses independent of Jordan  

.  He has not 

argued that counsel should have called him to testify about such accusations, 

or that his testimony would have been admissible. 

 Instead, he argues that counsel should have relied on DCFS and police 

reports to prove the alleged  
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.  He cites three sources to support his argument that these 

documents exist: 1) counsel’s written 412 motion (R1923); 2) his own 

statement at sentencing (R1895); and 3) his police interview (R278) (all in 

Add. B).  Aplt.Br. 18-24.   

 But even if those sources proved the documents’ existence, Jordan does 

not show that they would have been admissible. And if they were not, they 

could not have changed the outcome.  Taylor, 947 P.2d at 687.  

 In any event, he has not proved that the actual documents exist or that 

they contained evidence that, if admitted, would have created a reasonable 

probability of a more favorable outcome.  Id.  

 Written rule 412 motion.  Defense counsel’s rule 412 motion stated that 

 

.”  R1923.  At best, the statement simply 

demonstrates defense counsel’s knowledge of potential sources of 

information she intended to investigate.  But the possibility of “  

” does not establish the existence of , let alone 

.  The existence of a  

 implies a file’s existence, but says nothing about whether the 

file’s content would be favorable to Jordan.  The fact that counsel thereafter 

investigated and reviewed the evidence with an eye toward pursuing 
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 but did not produce or rely on such evidence and was 

 strongly suggests that 

the contents of any file she found were unfavorable—a fact supported by 

Jordan’s interview statements, as noted below. It does not show that 

favorable evidence “actually existed to be found” or that it would have 

undermined confidence in the outcome.  See Taylor, 947 P.2d at 687.   

 Sentencing statement.  Jordan claims that at sentencing he explained 

that there was “  

.’” Aplt.Br. 19 (quoting R1895) (bracket 

in Aplt.Br.).  He was not, however,   At 

sentencing, Jordan said that “there’s     

 

”  R1895 (emphasis added). The statement would not have alerted 

counsel to the existence of reports showing the  

nor demonstrated that such information was available to defense counsel 

during her pre-trial investigation.  See Rasabout, 2013 UT App 71, ¶38 (“we 

look to the information available to trial counsel” at the time of the challenged 

conduct to determine the reasonableness of an investigation) (quoting Taylor, 

2007 UT 12, ¶¶48–49).   
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 Jordan’s police interview.  Jordan’s interview statements do not 

mention the content of any  and no such reports are 

contained in the record.  Jordan simply speculates that the reports, together 

with his interview statements, prove by a preponderance of the evidence that 

 in the past.  

Aplt.Br. 19-22.  Speculation is not enough to prove the Strickland prejudice 

element. See State v. McNeil, 2013 UT App 134, ¶26, 302 P.3d 844 (“’[P]roof of 

ineffective assistance of counsel cannot be a speculative matter but must be a 

demonstrable reality.’”) (quoting Allen v. Friel, 2008 UT 56, ¶21, 194 P.3d 903) 

(additional quotation omitted), aff’d 365 P.3d 699 (Utah 2016). That failure 

alone defeats his claim.  See Rasabout, 2013 UT App 71, ¶45.   

 Moreover, the interview statements show that favorable content in any 

documentation is highly unlikely. As to 

—Jordan’s statements admit that  

 Jordan stated that he and Stacy found out that  

 

”  R274.   
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.” R301-02.5  

According to Jordan,   

R329.   

 

” R279 (emphasis added). He further stated that their legal case 

“hit a brick wall” because they “  

” R278.  And even later,  

 

 

 R323, 327. Based on his statements, counsel had 

no reason to believe that  would contain 

any evidence that   

 As for  Jordan talked to police about two sets of allegations.  

First, he reported that when he first met Stacy,  

 R272-73.  

 

  R273-74.  But in the end, he said, “  

  R274.  As police drop investigations for any 

                                              
5 The reference to the  

  R274, 278, 301, 314, 323, 327.  
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number of reasons, nothing in his statements suggest that any of the 

documentation of these claims would have proved that  

  See R278 (police also “dropped” the valid case against 

). 

 Second, Jordan reported that after the investigations were dropped, 

Stacy started   

R278-81, 303, 309-10.   He did not suggest that the “  

 about the 

abuse, making it unlikely  exist to demonstrate that the 

 

 

” R313-14.  

 

  Jordan told police that the second set of  

occurred after a year and a half of therapy , Jordan 

admits,  

 R274, 277, 303, 313-14, 338. Even if the records would have 

shown that  that would not 

have proven that  R280, 303. 
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 On this record, it is even less likely that any  would have 

 Defense counsel knew of  

, but still backed down from the  

  R1058-59.  This 

suggests that  

    

Further, to prove prejudice, Jordan must account for all the other 

evidence in the record.  He utterly fails to do so.  Evidence that  

, one 

of which included the claim that Jordan showed  

  Jordan filled his password-encrypted computer with naked 

pictures  some of which included his own hand and many of which 

came from his iPhone.  He falsely reported that that computer had been stolen 

from his office parking lot when it actually had been secreted in a ceiling tile 

in the office break room. All the hard drives on Jordan’s computers were 

missing.  reported that Jordan took him into Jordan’s office, pulled a gun 

from a safe, and threatened  with the gun if . ever reported the abuse.  

Police found a gun in a safe in Jordan’s locked office.  Police also found 

lubricant in the media room were  
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  Jordan has not proved that counsel had  

sufficient to overcome this evidence. 

 On this record, Jordan has not met his burden to prove Strickland 

prejudice to a demonstrable reality. 

C. Jordan has not shown that trial counsel was ineffective for not 
objecting to the prosecutor’s closing statement about sexually 
exploitive images or for not requesting a different jury 
instruction. 

 Jordan next argues that his counsel should have objected to the 

prosecutor’s closing remarks and should have requested a different jury 

instruction regarding sexually exploitive material.  Aplt.Br. 29-33. He claims 

that the prosecutor misstated the law when he argued that two photos of one 

of the two sons Jordan had with Stacy “were sexually exploitative merely 

because they were found on Mr. Jordan’s computer.”  Id. at 29.  Jury 

instruction 62, he argues, “[r]ead alone,” impermissibly allows the jury to 

credit the prosecutor’s erroneous argument.  Id. at 31-32. Not challenging 

these statements, he claims, made it reasonably likely that the jury applied an 

“incorrect and harsher legal standard” in its evaluation of the two exhibits. 

Id. Jordan has not shown either deficient performance or prejudice. 

 To succeed, Jordan must first demonstrate that all reasonable counsel 

would have lodged an objection to the prosecutor’s closing comments.  

Strickland, 466 U.S. at 688.  He cannot do so on this record. 
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 To find Jordan guilty of sexual exploitation based on the two 

photographs at issue, the jury had to find that they depicted “nudity or 

partial nudity for the purpose of causing sexual arousal of any person[.]” 

Utah Code Ann. §§76-5b-103(1)(b), 103(10)(f) (West 2015); Utah Code Ann. 

§201(1)(b) (West Supp. 2017) (both in Add. A).  

 The prosecutor focused the jury on the reasons Jordan took and kept 

the photographs.  R1790-91. Jordan argues that the proper focus of this 

element is on the images themselves, not their possessor.  Aplt.Br. 29-30.  To 

that end, he argues, the Utah Supreme Court has adopted the federal six-

factor Dost test to assess whether photographs are “sexually explicit” or 

depict nudity “for the purpose of causing sexual arousal of any person.”  Id. 

at 30-31 (referencing State v. Bagnes, 2014 UT 4, ¶42, 322 P.3d 719 and its 

adoption of the test in United States v. Dost, 636 F.Supp. 828, 832 (S.D. Cal. 

1986)).  Applying those six factors to this case, he argues, shows that neither 

of the pictures were sexually explicit.  Id. 

 Jordan misstates Utah law.  First, Bagnes adopted the Dost test to 

interpret or define the concept of “lascivious exhibition”—a term included in 

a subsection of sexually explicit conduct not at issue in this case. Bagnes, 2014 

UT 4, ¶30-32.  Moreover, Bagnes recognized that Dost did not establish a 
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“rigid test” but simply identified “a range of factors relevant to the inquiry[.]” 

Id. Thus, even Bagnes recognizes that Dost does not end the inquiry. 

 Second, and more relevant to this case, the Utah Supreme Court 

expressly invoked the Dost factors to be only generally “relevant” as being 

“helpful … to a determination that material depicts a ‘nude or partially nude 

minor for the purpose of sexual arousal of any person.’”  State v. Morrison, 

2001 UT 73, ¶¶18-20, 31 P.3d 547 (in Add. C).  This is so because Utah’s statute 

does not directly parallel the federal statute and renders some of the factors 

inapplicable to that particular assessment. Id.  

 The supreme court also recognized that the factors are “’neither 

comprehensive nor necessarily applicable in every situation.’” Id. (quoting 

United States v. Amirault, 173 F.3d 28, 32 (1st Cir. 1999)) (emphasis omitted).  

The Court stressed that “’there may be other factors that are equally if not more 

important in determining whether a photograph [is designed “for the 

purposes of sexual arousal of any person.”] The inquiry will always be case-

specific.’”  Id. (quoting Amirault, 173 F.3d at 32) (emphasis and alteration 

added in Morrison).   

 Further, the Morrison Court stressed that criminal liability under the 

part of the sexual exploitation statute at issue here turns not on the “purpose 

in possessing the material, but, rather, on the purpose for which the nude or 
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partially nude minor was depicted.”  Id. at ¶12 (emphasis in Morrison).  If the 

“possession was knowing, and the nude or partially nude minor was 

depicted ‘for the purpose of causing sexual arousal of any person,’” … a 

defendant may properly be subject to criminal liability.”  Id.   

 There was no clear law proscribing an argument that it was reasonable 

for the jury to infer that the purpose behind both depictions may be 

determined by the person who both took and possessed the images: Jordan.  

Without such a clear proscription, counsel could not have been deficient for 

declining to object.  State v. Dunn, 850 P.2d 1201, 1228-29 (Utah 1993). 

  And under Utah law, an objectively reasonable attorney could 

conclude that the prosecutor’s closing argument properly urged the jury to 

take into account the singular identity of the photographer and the possessor 

in determining whether the photographs were taken for the purpose of the 

sexual arousal of any person.  She argued that when the jury used its common 

sense and its experience and reviewed the two images “in light of all of the 

evidence … presented in this case,” it could infer that Jordan “wasn’t taking 

a picture of his son because he’s cute…. He was doing it because it’s child 

pornography” and “because he wanted a picture of a naked little boy … 

[b]ecause he’s sexually attracted to boys.” R1790-91.  As the 33 convictions 

suggest, the evidence established Jordan’s sexual attraction to young nude 
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boys.  The jury could reasonably infer that Jordan’s attraction to young boys 

played a part in the purpose for which the boys were depicted in pictures 

Jordan both took and kept.  See Morrison, 2001 UT 73, ¶12. See also State v. 

Workman, 852 P.2d 981, 988 (Utah 1993) (“Although Kelly did not testify that 

he took or possessed the picture for the purpose of arousing himself, I think 

a jury could reasonably draw that inference under the facts of this case, given 

Kelly’s unusual physical attraction to” the victim) (Howe, Assoc. C.J., 

concurring in result) (carrying majority of Court).  

 Because the jury is permitted to consider that the photographs of a 

nude and partially nude young boy were taken by Jordan for the purpose of 

his own sexual arousal, the prosecutor was free to urge the jury to draw that 

inference.  And because the argument did not misstate the law, counsel could 

reasonably forego making an objection to the prosecutor’s argument.  See 

State v. Whittle, 1999 UT 96, ¶34, 989 P.2d 52 (“[T]he failure of counsel to make 

motions or objections which would be futile if raised does not constitute 

ineffective assistance.”) (quotation and citation omitted).   

 Jordan’s challenge to jury instruction 62 is equally meritless because 

the instruction is entirely in keeping with the Supreme Court’s interpretation 

of the definition of sexually explicit conduct at issue herein.  The instruction 

provides: 
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Determination whether material violates sexual exploitation of a 
minor: 

… 

(2) It is not an element of the offense of sexual exploitation of a 
minor that the material appeal to the prurient interest in sex of 
the average person nor that the prohibited conduct need be 
portrayed in a patently offensive manner. 

R555 (in Add. C).  In other words, “the material at issue need not be legally 

obscene.”  Morrison, 2001 UT 73, ¶8, n4. Jordan argues that, “[r]ead alone,” 

the instruction supports what he called the prosecutor’s “legally incorrect 

standard” of finding the material to be sexually explicit because it was 

possessed by a pedophile.  Aplt.Br. 29, 32-33.  Instead, the instruction is an 

accurate statement of the law and cannot support an “incorrect standard” 

when none was presented.  See argument, supra.  Accordingly, defense 

counsel was not required to object. See Whittle, 1999 UT 96, ¶34.  Jordan has 

not, therefore, rebutted the strong presumption that his counsel reasonably 

chose not to object.  See State v. Kennedy, 2015 UT App 152, ¶50, 354 P.3d 775, 

cert. denied 364 P.3d 48. 

 But even if the prosecutor’s argument was technically objectionable, 

the Sixth Amendment does not require counsel to object to every inaccuracy 

in a closing argument.  See State v. Thompson, 2014 UT App 14, ¶71, 318 P.3d 

1221 (recognizing that some “instances of prosecutorial misconduct, standing 
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alone, may not have required an objection from trial counsel”).  When counsel 

does not “object to a prosecutor’s statements during closing argument, the 

question is ‘not whether the prosecutor’s comments were proper, but whether 

they were so improper that counsel’s only defensible choice was to interrupt 

those comments with an objection.”  State v. Houston, 2015 UT 40, ¶76, 353 

P.3d 55 (quoting Bussard v. Lockhart, 32 F.3d 322, 324 (8th Cir.1994)) (emphasis 

in original). One reason counsel can reasonably decide not to object to 

“improper” closing argument is to avoid “emphasiz[ing] the negative aspects 

of the case to the jury.”  West Valley City v. Rislow, 736 P.2d 637, 638 (Utah 

App. 1987).   

 Here, counsel could have reasonably concluded that objecting to the 

prosecutor’s alleged misstatement would have given the prosecutor another 

opportunity to clarify his argument in a way that would have ended up in 

the same place and allowed the prosecutor to again emphasize why the jury 

should infer an inappropriate purpose behind the two depictions. Defense 

counsel could have reasonably decided that this clarification would have 

been more harmful than helpful or that the brief arguments—largely 

composed of verbally describing the depictions—were sufficiently short and 

isolated as to be minimally inflammatory.  See State v. Clark, 2014 UT App 56, 

¶34, 322 P.3d 761 (holding that prosecutor’s improper remark during closing 
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argument “was harmless beyond a reasonable doubt because it was a 

singular, isolated statement and was not the focus of the prosecutor’s 

argument”). 

 In short, because a conceivable strategic reason supports counsel’s 

decision not to object to the prosecutor’s closing argument, Jordan has failed 

to rebut the strong presumption that his counsel performed reasonably.  See 

id. at ¶6. 

D.   Jordan has not shown that trial counsel’s investigation into 
evidence of whether and to what extent one victim may have 
had access to Jordan’s laptop was constitutionally deficient. He 
also has not proven that the evidence existed to prove that the 
victim had access to the laptop, and the record shows that the 
State could have proven constructive possession. 

 Jordan argues that his trial counsel rendered ineffective assistance 

because she did not investigate and present evidence that “ had full 

access” to Jordan’s computer.6  Aplt.Br. 33-36.  He further claims that counsel 

was ineffective for not seeking an order requiring the State to show 

constructive possession of the laptop images.  Id. at 36-37. Jordan does not 

prove either claim. 

                                              
6 In addition to the testimony at trial, Jordan acknowledged ownership 

of the computer in his police interview.  R319. 
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1. Jordan’s speculative claim of inadequate investigation 
cannot establish counsel’s ineffective assistance. 

 Jordan argues that his trial counsel did not investigate whether  had 

access to his laptop, apparently to suggest that  

 police found there.  Aplt.Br. 33-40.  Pointing only 

to his police interview, he asserts not only that  “had full access” to his 

computer, but that  

Id. at 33-34, 40.   

 But the places in the report he relies on fail to support his sweeping 

statements about  access and actions, and fall short of giving counsel 

enough information to trigger a duty to investigate  access.  In the two 

pages he cites, Jordan reported that (1) Jordan looked at pornography in a 

room with the door closed and in his truck when the children were absent; 

(2) “there was a time or two” when Jordan and  were working, and  

; and (3) Jordan took pictures 

with his phone of “his computer” when “[h]e had some porn windows open.” 

R314-15 (in Add. D).   

 Jordan’s solo use of his own computer says nothing about  access 

to it.  Their  does not even specify if a computer was 

used, let alone suggest that it was Jordan’s computer and that  entered 

Jordan’s password and accessed Jordan’s account. And even assuming that 
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the unidentified “he” and “his” in the third comment above refers to , it 

refers to  computer, not Jordan’s. Nothing about these statements would 

have given defense counsel any reason to suspect that  had downloaded 

the pornography found on Jordan’s password-encrypted computer.  R299, 

315-18. 

 And even if Jordan’s statement to police were enough to impose on all 

objectively reasonable counsel a duty to investigate further, Jordan cannot 

prove on this record that counsel failed in that duty.  The record is silent about 

what counsel did or did not do about this issue.  Counsel most likely would 

have asked Jordan whether  had access to his computer.  And Jordan’s 

responses would have been critical to determining what counsel should have 

done. Strickland, 466 U.S. at 691.  But again, the record is silent on these points.  

On a silent record, the presumption stands. See Titlow, 134 S. Ct. at 17. 

 Moreover,  testified that Jordan’s computer and phone were 

password-protected and that only Jordan had the passwords.  R1341.  The 

record includes no evidence that all objectively reasonable counsel could and 

should have used to show the contrary. 

 Neither can Jordan establish the requisite prejudice. Again, to do so, he 

must “demonstrate a reasonable probability that further investigation would 

have yielded sufficient information to alter the outcome.”  Parsons v. Barnes, 
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871 P.2d 516, 523-24 (Utah 1994). Because he identifies nothing that an 

investigation might have uncovered, his purely speculative claim fails.  

Gerber, 2015 UT App 76, ¶14 (where Gerber failed to “’bring forth the 

evidence that would have been available in the absence of counsel’s deficient 

performance,’” his claim remained entirely speculative and failed to 

demonstrate prejudice) (quoting State v. Lee, 2014 UT App 4, ¶12, 318 P.3d 

1164).   

 Jordan further argues that had his counsel conducted the necessary 

investigation, the resulting evidence of nonexclusive control of the laptop 

would have (1) required that the State prove his constructive possession of 

the child pornography and salacious images on the computer; and (2) 

provided a valid argument against admitting the salacious images and search 

terms from the laptop.  Aplt.Br. 37.  The claims are premised on discovery of 

evidence Jordan does not identify and, hence are wholly speculative.   

 As Jordan establishes neither deficient performance nor prejudice, his 

ineffectiveness challenge to his counsel’s investigation fails.  Strickland, 466 

U.S. at 687. 
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2. Jordan’s speculation also defeats his claim of 
ineffectiveness for not moving to require the State to 
establish constructive possession of the computer images.   

 Jordan also faults his counsel for not requiring the judge to order the 

State to show constructive possession.  Aplt.Br. 34-37.  He theorizes that if his 

counsel had discovered that he “did not exercise exclusive dominion or 

control over the laptop,” she could have required that the State address the 

issue of constructive possession.  Id. at 36-37.   

This argument is likewise premised on the unsupported assertions that 

counsel did not investigate the issue and that evidence establishing 

nonexclusive dominion could be found. See subsection D(1), supra. Thus, it 

too fails to establish that defense counsel was ineffective.  See Fernandez v. 

Cook, 870 P.2d 870, 877 (Utah 1993) (“[P]roof of ineffective assistance of 

counsel cannot be a speculative matter but must be a demonstrable reality.”). 

And on the record as it stands, Jordan cannot prove that the State had to 

prove or could not prove constructive possession.  It was undisputed that the 

laptop was password-encrypted. And the only record evidence of who had 

the password points exclusively to Jordan. 
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II. 

THERE WAS SUFFICIENT EVIDENCE FOR THE JURY TO ASSESS 
THE AGE ELEMENT OF THE SEXUAL-EXPLOITATION-OF-A-
MINOR CHARGES FOR FOUR OF THE DEPICTIONS. 

 Jordan challenges the sufficiency of the evidence supporting four of his 

convictions for sexual exploitation of a minor, arguing that the State failed to 

prove that the subject in each of the four exhibits on which the charges were 

based was under 18 years old.  Aplt.Br. 40-46.  He claims that the prosecution 

was required, but failed, to “provide the jury with some proof beyond the 

images themselves that the persons in the images were minors.”  Id. at 46.  

Alternatively, he argues that his trial counsel was ineffective for not using an 

expert to establish that the subjects were not under 18 and for not requesting 

an affirmative defense jury instruction.  Id. at 46-49. 

 When assessing the sufficiency of the evidence to sustain a jury verdict, 

this Court must “review the evidence and all inferences which may 

reasonably be drawn from it in the light most favorable to the verdict of the 

jury.”  State v. Brown, 948 P.2d 337, 343 (Utah 1997) (quotation marks and 

citation omitted).  So reviewed, evidence will not support a jury verdict only 

if it “is sufficiently inconclusive or inherently improbable that reasonable 

minds must have entertained a reasonable doubt that the defendant 
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committed the crime.” Id. (quotation marks and citation omitted).  Jordan has 

not met that burden. 

A. The State adduced sufficient evidence to permit the jury to 
determine the age element. 

 Jordan contends that the State’s failure to use expert testimony to help 

the jury assess the age of the subjects in the challenged exhibits amounted to 

insufficient evidence as a matter of law because it left the jury to speculate 

about the ages based solely on images of individuals who were “obviously” 

not under eighteen.  Aplt.Br. 40-46.  

 Jordan’s claim fails for two reasons.  First, nothing requires the use of 

expert testimony to establish the age of depicted subjects for purposes of 

proving sexual exploitation of a minor.  The Utah Supreme Court in State v. 

Alinas rejected a claim that the lack of expert testimony concerning the age of 

the depicted girls rendered the evidence insufficient to support his 

convictions.  2007 UT 83, ¶¶30-34, 171 P.3d 1046 (in Add. E).   

 Jordan argues that Alinas is limited to cases in which the challenged 

images “are obviously of very young children.” Aplt.Br. 45.  But while Alinas 

dealt with images of children “far below the age of majority,” this fact was 

not mentioned in its analysis of this issue or identified as a limitation on its 

holding about whether experts were required as a matter of law.  Alinas, 2007 

UT 83, ¶¶18, 30-34. Instead, the Court favorably cited cases from other 
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jurisdictions holding, without the stated limitation, that juries are capable of 

determining, through visual examination, whether an image depicts a child 

under the age of eighteen.  Id. at ¶31 & n.5.  The Court then stated, “We are 

of the same view.”  Id. at ¶32.  It stated, without alluding to any limitation, 

that whether children depicted in images are minors “is a question of fact for 

the jury.”  Id.  The Court went on to hold that the determinations of the judge 

and the jury in Alinas were reasonable, and held that the jury’s factual 

determination of age was sufficient.  Id. at ¶34.   

 Second, the jury was not asked to speculate about the ages of the 

subjects, let alone to do so based solely on images of persons who were 

“obviously” not under eighteen.  Aplt.Br. 45.  The trial judge followed Alinas 

and held that there was sufficient evidence to permit the case to go to the jury 

and to permit the jury to deliberate and determine whether the State had 

proved that the images depicted children below eighteen. R1649-51, 1683-84. 

After looking at the challenged images, the judge held that the determination 

was “not something that would require such expertise that a layperson could 

not make that judgment.” “More importantly,” he explained, the images 

were admitted with other record evidence to aid the jury in its assessment.  

R1650.   
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 The judge’s ruling is amply supported by the evidence.  The jury was 

instructed that they could use their “own life experience and common-

knowledge to decide whether the images are of children who are under 

eighteen years of age, based on their outward physical appearance and all 

other evidence presented to you.” R428, 1717.  As Jordan acknowledges, that 

evidence included the fact that the images were found on his laptop, and that 

he was the only one with the password. Aplt.Br. 44-45. There was no 

metadata associated with the exhibits because they had been deleted from the 

computer at some point before being forensically recovered. However, 

Jordan ignores the fact that the four images were found together with dozens 

of other sexually-explicit images of persons whose minority he does not 

question on a laptop with a single registered user:  Michael.  Further, the 

challenged images contain several common indicators suggesting that they 

were minors, including:  lack of body and facial hair, physical proportionality 

and immaturity, and young facial features.    

 In addition to this evidence and the jury’s life experience and common 

knowledge, this jury had something the Alinas jury did not:  

. See R1347-51, 1404-06, 1606-

10; State’s Exh. 16-20, 23-31.  Consequently, the jury had ample evidence with 

which to assess age without the need for an expert opinion.  
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 Because expert testimony was neither required nor needed, and the 

jury had sufficient evidence to permit it to assess whether the subjects shown 

in the challenged exhibits were less than 18 beyond a reasonable doubt, 

Jordan’s sufficiency argument fails. 

B. Jordan has not overcome the presumption of reasonable 
performance because he has not shown that every reasonable 
attorney would have used an expert or requested an affirmative 
defense instruction, nor has he proven what an expert would 
have said, let alone that it would have so changed the 
evidentiary picture that a more favorable result on these four 
counts was reasonably likely. 

 Jordan argues in the alternative that trial counsel was ineffective for 

not using her own expert witness to establish that the images depicted people 

eighteen or older.  Aplt.Br. 46-49.  And with or without an expert, he argues, 

his counsel was ineffective for not making that argument to the jury and 

combining it with an affirmative-defense jury instruction. Id. at 47-48.  Jordan 

proves neither deficient performance nor prejudice. 

 To prevail, Jordan must overcome “a strong presumption that 

counsel’s conduct falls within the wide range of reasonable professional 

assistance.” Strickland, 466 U.S. at 689. Jordan can rebut this strong 

presumption only “by persuading the court that there was no ‘conceivable 

tactical basis for counsel’s actions.’”  Clark, 2004 UT 25, ¶6 (emphasis in 

original). And the focus is on trial counsel’s strategy—not the existence of 
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alternative strategies that, in hindsight, might have been equally reasonable 

or even more reasonable. See State v. Wright, 2013 UT App 142, ¶20, 304 P.3d 

887. 

1. On the present record, Jordan cannot establish ineffective 
assistance with respect to consulting with or calling an age 
expert. 

 Jordan argues that because counsel believed the subjects “could be” 

older than 18, she had to investigate and use an expert to meet the “minimum 

standard of competence.”  Aplt.Br. 48.  Jordan has not proved that this is so. 

The decision to call or not call a certain witness is entrusted to counsel’s 

judgment.  State v. Franco, 2012 UT App 200, ¶7, 283 P.3d 1004. The record 

shows only that counsel thought there was some question about the minority 

of the boys in the four images, and that she knew about the availability of age 

experts—she argued about the jury instruction on age and the sufficiency of 

evidence on the issue. 

But the record says nothing about what counsel chose to do or why, let 

alone that all objectively reasonable counsel would have chosen differently.  

It is silent about whether counsel consulted with an expert or, if she did, that 

the expert gave her information that would have prompted all reasonable 

counsel to rely on expert testimony.  His claim fails for that reason alone See 
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Titlow, 134 S. Ct. at 17 (deficient performance cannot be based on the absence 

of evidence).  

Likewise, Jordan has failed to prove prejudice.  There is no evidence in 

the record about what age-expert testimony counsel had available, let alone 

that it was compelling enough to tilt the evidentiary picture in Jordan’s favor.    

2. Jordan has not rebutted the strong presumption that his 
counsel reasonably decided not to pursue an affirmative 
defense. 

 Jordan also fails to establish that all reasonable counsel would have 

used an affirmative defense in this case.  He claims that even without an 

expert, his counsel should have argued in closing that the challenged exhibits 

depicted persons over 18 and asked the judge to give an instruction directing 

the jury that it is an affirmative defense to the charged crime “’that no person 

under 18 years of age was actually depicted….’”  Aplt.Br. 47-48 (quoting Utah 

Code Ann. §76-5b-201(4)).  This, he argues would have forced the State to 

prove that the persons were not over 18 years old.  Id.  

The question is not whether a defendant can articulate a different 

strategy than that used by defense counsel, but whether a reasonable, 

competent lawyer could have chosen the strategy that was used in the real-

time context of trial.  State v. Barela, 2015 UT 22, ¶21, 349 P.3d 676.  There was 

no need to force the State to prove that the boys depicted were not 18 years 
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old or older because the State already had to prove that they were under 18 

years old.  With that burden in mind, counsel legitimately chose to attempt 

to eliminate the images by means of a sufficiency challenge.  When that failed, 

counsel stressed to the jury the lack of identity evidence, the importance of 

each juror’s independent opinion, the brutally high standard of proof 

required for conviction, and the State’s failure to meet it with these exhibits.  

R1801-02. Such a defense is entirely appropriate; therefore, it cannot be said 

that no reasonable counsel would have chosen to pursue it. See, e.g., Honie v. 

State, 2014 UT 19, ¶86, 342 P.3d 182 (mere existence of a different strategy 

does not establish ineffective assistance).   

3. Even if counsel had asserted the affirmative defense, Jordan 
cannot show prejudice. 

 In any event, pursuit of the affirmative defense strategy would not 

have altered the jury’s guilty verdict on the four charges, defeating Jordan’s 

ineffectiveness claim for lack of prejudice.  As recognized in defense counsel’s 

closing argument, the State had the high burden of proving that the boys 

depicted in the exhibits were under 18.  Had counsel pursued the affirmative 

defense of age, the State would have to disprove the existence of the 

affirmative defense beyond a reasonable doubt, i.e., prove that the images 

showed boys who were not eighteen or older.  State v. Drej, 2010 UT 35, ¶15, 

233 P.3d 476.  The jury having already found on the evidence before it that 
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the State carried its burden of proving the boys to be under 18, the jury 

necessarily would have found that the State had disproved that they were 18 

or older on an affirmative defense theory.  Jordan cannot show that his 

counsel was ineffective for not asserting the affirmative defense regarding 

age.  See Strickland, 466 U.S. at 700. 

III. 

JORDAN’S CUMULATIVE ERROR ARGUMENT IS 
MERITLESS 

 Finally, Jordan argues that if this Court finds that none of the 

individual errors warrant reversal, it should reverse based on the cumulative 

effect of the multiple errors.  Aplt.Br. 49-51.  He claims that each of the alleged 

errors is individually prejudicial, but argues that cumulatively, they are 

“even more prejudicial.”  Id. at 50.   

 The cumulative error doctrine requires reversal “only if the cumulative 

effect of ... several errors undermines our confidence ... that a fair trial was 

had.” Dunn, 850 P.2d at 1229 (citations and internal quotations omitted).  As 

discussed above, Jordan has not shown any error.  Hence, there is no 

accumulation of error that undermines confidence in the verdict.   
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CONCLUSION 

 For the foregoing reasons, the Court should affirm. 

 Respectfully submitted on November 06, 2017. 

 SEAN D. REYES 
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